A WHOLE NEW SOLUTION

Authors Rachel Kearney Henry, RDH, MS & Maria Perno Goldie, RDH, BA, MS meet your students right where they are and take them where they need to go. Our integrated suite of products provides the most authoritative content and instant connection to relevant application that will increase student interest and retention.
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Core Text ................................................................. 3
Brings the gap between theoretical content from the classroom and the clinical proficiency expected when your students are in the profession.

Student Workbook ................................................. 3
Reinforce the text. Case studies, content reviews, question sets, and competency exams are perfect for all learning styles.
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DentalCareDecisions.com is FREE with the purchase of a new text.
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Check out more resources for Dental Hygiene & Dental Assisting success.
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DentalCareDecisions.com is FREE with the purchase of a new text.

QUESTIONS?

Contact your F.A. Davis Educational Consultant to get started today!
Call 800.323.3555 (US) | 800.665.1148 (CAN)
www.FADavis.com

DENTAL HYGIENE Applications to Clinical Practice

Rachel Kearney Henry, RDH, MS | Maria Perno Goldie, RDH, BA, MS
Bridge the gap between theory & practice.

Rely on this comprehensive, core text to put theory into context. A rich supply of procedures and professional advice prepare your students to understand the importance of what they are learning and how to apply it to their future careers.

Plus, DentalCareDecisions.com is included for FREE with a new purchase of the text. See next page for more!

Case Study

Paul, a 7-year-old boy, presents with his mother to the office of the Dental Hygienist. His dental x-ray was 2 years prior. The patient’s mother reports that Paul’s oral hygiene is poor with mild and moderate gingivitis. The patient’s mother notes that there is bleeding when he brushes and flosses. Generalized low-level fluoride is prescribed. There are no constraints on the radiographic exposure factors. (1) What is the area that is to be imaged? (2) What are the maximum and minimum kVp settings? (3) What is the appropriate film? (4) How are the maxillary and mandibular teeth represented? (5) What is the correct exposure time for the patient’s age? (6) The radiographs prescribed by the dentist are in compliance with the ADA guidelines. What is the optimal positioning of the x-ray beam? (7) How are the maxillary and mandibular teeth represented? (8) What is the correct exposure time for the patient’s age? (9) What is the correct exposure time for the patient’s age? (10) What is the correct exposure time for the patient’s age?

Evidence-Based Practice, Teamwork, & Professionalism boxes are integrated throughout the text to make sure your students are ready to collaborate with their peers, handle workplace issues, and incorporate the best possible clinical expertise into practice.

Applicable with Dentine Learning Edition! 

Student Workbook to Accompany Dental Hygiene

Tammy Sanderson, RDH, MSDH
Rachel Kearney Henry, RDH, MS
Maria Perno Goldie, RDH, BA, MS
360 pages | 95 Illustrations | Soft cover | 2016
$41.95 (US) | $60.50 (CAN)

Available with Dentine Learning Edition!

You are in the radiology clinic to expose four bitewing radiographs on a six-year-old girl. The patient has been dextrous and rude when going over her medical history. You do not need to know that information to clean her teeth. She is visibly apprehensive about having to work directly above your head. A new assistant will help you during the exposure. She is about to position and expose the first bitewing when one of your classmates tries to strike up a conversation about the upcoming examination. You politely tell your classmate that you are busy with a patient and will discuss it later. Your classmate leaves and you continue to expose the four bitewing films. You are the only person in the room and you begin your occupational therapy session when you feel the door open. You turn around, and you see your cooperative patient from the previous session. He begins by saying, “I see you’ve been busy today.” What are you going to say?

Evidence-Based Practice

Research shows that the 2004 ADA/Guidelines on Preventing Dental Radiography1 are effective at providing minimal radiation exposure to patients with optimal diagnostic quality. By adhering to these guidelines, radiation exposure is limited, thereby decreasing the overall lifetime radiation exposure for the patient.9,10

The patient is seeing you the last time she comes back and thanks you once more. Professionals who work with patients are important so that you are able to provide the best care possible.
Give your students a rich environment where they can safely practice clinical decision-making and reinforce their knowledge of procedures and anatomy.

- 2-year, online access is available for FREE with a new purchase of the text!
- Includes a fully searchable interactive eBook version of the text.
- Standalone 2-year access can also be purchased separately.

1. Identify the papilla of the mandibular central incisors.
3. Identify the area specific explorer.

STUDENT EXPERIENCE

Hot Spot Exercises focus on identifying specific aspects of anatomy & physiology, instruments, and equipment.

1. Identify the missing step for the text’s recommended approach to palpating the midline.
2. Bidigitally palpate from the symphysis of the mandible to the hyoid bone.
3. Palpate the thyroid cartilage.
4. Ask the patient to swallow and note whether there is deviation.

Fill-In Procedure Exercises present all of the steps in a procedure with one key step missing. Students must select the correct missing step.

Proceed to the suprasternal notch.
Proceed to the sternocleidomastoid muscle.
Proceed to the carotid grooves.

Audio Interactive Case Studies feature short audio scenarios followed by multiple-choice questions that ask students to make critical decisions.

INSTRUCTOR EXPERIENCE

Customize your course. The Instructor Dashboard gives you full control of how you create and manage your classes—all on one screen. You will find that it is very user friendly and incredibly intuitive.

Assess your students’ progress. Evaluate individual student progress as well as overall class comprehension; review the time your students spend in the program and much more with the Instructor Gradebook.

DH Success any way your students need it!

Request a personal demonstration today!

Contact the Dental Care Decisions team at DentalCareDecisions@FADavis.com or Visit www.DentalCareDecisions.com for more information.
ARE YOUR STUDENTS GETTING ALL THE INFORMATION THEY NEED IN ONE PLACE?

**GENERAL AND ORAL PATHOLOGY for Dental Hygiene Practice**
Sandra L. Myers, DMD | Alice E. Curran, DMD, MS

Engage learning. Enhance retention. Apply to practice.

Our authors have integrated just the right depth of basic science with clinical application features to prepare your students for the NBDE and professional practice. Each chapter begins with concise, foundational and basic principles of pathology to provide need-to-know background knowledge, while Critical Thinking Exercises, Clinical Implication Boxes, Chapter Review Questions, and hundreds of real-life photographs help your students apply what they’ve learned to clinical practice.

**STRUCTURES OF THE HEAD AND NECK**
Frank J. Weaker, PhD

The best of both worlds....

Expert anatomist and author Frank J. Weaker takes anatomy to the next level with his innovative, blended regional and systemic approach to teaching & learning the structures of the head and neck. From his 30 years of teaching experience, Dr. Weaker has seen how this integrated method has helped students gain a more complete understanding of anatomy and its relevance to clinical practice and body functions.

---

Table of Contents
To view the complete Table of Contents for any of our products visit www.FADavis.com.

Photographs, tables, radiographs, & animations of the most commonly seen disorders and pathological processes make recognition easy.

Interested? Want an eComp?
Contact your Educational Consultant at 800.323.3555 (US) | 800.665.1148 (CAN) or CS@FADavis.com.

Over 400 vividly colored and labeled illustrations, tables, & flowcharts let your students easily examine every detail.

360 pages | 335 full-color photos & illus.
Hard cover | 2014
$108.95 (US) | $153.95 (CAN)

Visit DavisPlus.com today!

---

360 pages | 300 full-color photos & illus.
Hard cover | 2014
$88.95 (US) | $127.50 (CAN)

Visit DavisPlus.com today!

---

Instructor
• eBook
• Instructor’s Guide
• Test Bank
• PowerPoint Presentation
• Image Bank

Student/Premium
Students gain access by redeeming the Plus Code inside new, printed texts.
• eBook
• Interactive Case Studies
• Animations of Pathological Processes
• Online Review Questions
• Appendix

Visit DavisPlus.com today!
DH NOTES
Dental Hygienist’s Chairside Pocket Guide, 2nd Edition

Renee Prajer, RDH, MS
Gwen Grosso, RDH, MS

The only comprehensive chairside guide for Dental Hygienists!

Do your students know how to assist patients with multiple medical conditions? Are they up to date on the latest AHA guidelines?

Prepare them for any setting with...

- Bulleted format and easy-to-scan charts.
- Detailed depictions of dental instruments.
- Helpful tips on how to administer oxygen.

246 pages
110 full-color photos
Soft Cover | 2017
$39.95 (US) | $57.50 (CAN)

Every dental hygiene student needs this chairside guide!

“This chairside guide is so helpful and thorough. I am in my second semester of hygiene school preparing to see patients for the first time and this manual will help me through those times of need. I highly recommend this book. I think the team that created this guide are genius and understand the challenges of this field, and truly want those who utilize this guide to be knowledgeable and successful.”

—A. Diggs

DENTAL ASSISTING NOTES
Dental Assistant’s Chairside Pocket Guide

Minas Sarakinakis, CDA(DANB), CP

Do your students know how to assist patients with multiple medical conditions? Are they up to date on the latest AHA guidelines?

Prepare them for any setting with...

- Bulleted format and easy-to-scan charts.
- Detailed depictions of dental instruments.
- Helpful tips on how to administer oxygen.

188 pages
75 full-color photos
Soft Cover | 2015
$35.95 (US) | $51.50 (CAN)

Every dental hygiene student needs this chairside guide!

“This chairside guide is so helpful and thorough. I am in my second semester of hygiene school preparing to see patients for the first time and this manual will help me through those times of need. I highly recommend this book. I think the team that created this guide are genius and understand the challenges of this field, and truly want those who utilize this guide to be knowledgeable and successful.”

—A. Diggs

ADOPT TODAY!

Contact your F.A. Davis Educational Consultant

- Call 800.323.3555 (US) | 800.665.1148 (CAN)
- Email CS@FADavis.com

Taber’s® brings meanings to life!

COMPLETE YOUR COURSE!

In hand, online or on your mobile device—anywhere and everywhere, Taber’s is the all-in-one, go-to source in the classroom, clinical, and beyond.

www.Tabers.com
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